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Abstract 

The idea of the paper is to inform risk management (RM) with the pragmatic constructivist (PC) perspective, and to 
simultaneously integrate risk management with management control systems (MCS) bearing in mind that the key to the 
PC perspective is that risk information has both subjective and objective components. The paper will (1) Show how to 
improve Risk Management systems using the Pragmatic Constructivist perspective. (2) Demonstrate how to use the 
Pragmatic Constructivist perspective to integrate Risk Management into Management Control Systems. (3) Provide a 
case study to apply the theory by showing how Management Control System can govern Risk Management from 
Pragmatic Constructivist perspective. Applying the case study finds out mainly that action control in a form of two-way 
communication between actors (managers and technicians) at the process of risk identification, risk analysis, decision 
making and monitoring, risk reality is necessary. Results controls direct attention to facts entered by actors according to 
their expertise and level of influence. Personnel control enables to choose people with common values and necessary 
competencies to share knowledge for risk management. In this way actor-based reality with the actors being co-authors 
of the reality can take place. The main implications of the research suggest that: 1) the successful integration of RM into 
MCS requires pragmatic constructivist reality to applied by providing the contribution from all the actors so that the 
RM system is practical, and 2) RM should be designed to gather some subjective data from the ground level (e.g. on the 
probability of an incident recurring and the potential costs of any particular type of incident) to balance the objective 
information gathered so that the PC approach can support RM and MCS.  
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TOPIC: Integration of Risk Management into Management
Control System from a Pragmatic Constructivist Perspective
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PRESENTATION OUTLINE
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Findings and implications
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Risk management system as a part of MCS
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INTRODUCTION

• ZERO HARM campaign

• Proactive reporting – near -misses

• Tool to support risk management

• Management control problems

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications  
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Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives
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and analysis
Findings and 
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APPROACH 

- Objectivist (objective) perspective ignores the social
processing of risk information.

- Constructivist (subjective) perspective may lead to more
fatalities.

(The issue here is whether technical risk estimates represent
‘objective’ probabilities of harm or reflect only conventions of
elite group).

An actor-based approach is applied which contributes to the
understanding of PC (pragmatic constructivism expresses the
successful relationship between the actors) by focusing on the
employees’ (actors)—the co-authors of a common reality.
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PROBLEM OF THE RESEARCH AND OBJECTIVES
How can applying Pragmatic Constructivism to understand the process of Risk 
Management facilitate the use of MCS for Risk Management?

Show how to improve Risk Management systems using the Pragmatic
Constructivist perspective.

Demonstrate how to use the Pragmatic Constructivist perspective to
integrate Risk Management into Management Control Systems.

Provide a case study to apply the theory by showing how Management
Control System can govern Risk Management from Pragmatic Constructivist
perspective.

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications  
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

• Risk and risk management

• Management Control System

• Pragmatic Constructivism

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications  
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Input: Identifying risk and implications

Process: Analysing risk and evaluating risk, prioritizing risk

Output: Risk must be monitored to ensure that action plans are progressing 
properly and that hazards that are triggering risk are managed.

RM Processes

Input Process Output

A
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Facts

Results control, Action Control, Personnel Control, Cultural Control

Logic/Possibilities

Values/Motives

Communication

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications  

 
 

Input Process Output

Facts 1 2 3

Logic/Possibilities 4 5 6

Values/Motives 7 8 9

Communication 10 11 12

Facts – what is revealed in the system, what information

Logic / Possibilities – how people perceive the risk, identify facts, reflect on them, how they 
perceive possibilities

Values / Motives – what people value, what is motivating or demotivating to use the system

Communication – in what way information is shared, what terms are used, what language, how 
navigation looks like

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications  
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1. Event notification 2. Workflow 3. Analyse and monitor

Reporting a near-miss event Processing/analysing the

workflow related to the event by

the responsible manager

Analysing events together and

preparing reports and trends

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications

Risk management system
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DATA COLLECTION
& ANALYSIS

Personal use of the system,
looking through training materials,
documents about codes of
conduct and general presentation
of the system.

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications  
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Questions posed in a form of semi- structured 
interviews & questionnaires were used to:

- Clarify the issues
- Understand problems from different perspectives
- Get information not known before
- Grouping the quotes

DATA COLLECTION
& ANALYSIS

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications  
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Facts
• Input (identification)

- System can be designed in a way to enable local information to be put in, and not
predefined by top management, for example in a form of empty boxes for new
information to be filled in and approved. Otherwise, data may not be usable.

After being asked what facts are relevant and what the problems are they say:

Technician: “Turbine number, our name, what has happened… (p. 9, l. 29)”
Manager: “Correctly, we are always having things fabricated here locally, to fit what we need

to do because they just don’t make the tool. They want to do something with the tool but the
tool is not available. I can feel something if you start saying “hey, we use this fabricated thing,
…..we are using this but while using this I slept”. It had nothing to do with the tool but then
globally they are saying “hey, we have a need for this particular tool or we can start making a
better tool , we can provide what we actually need through the data of the system.”(p. 24, l.
18)

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications  
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Facts

• Process (analysis, evaluation, prioritizing, decision making)

- Appropriate decentralization of duties is required to make sure that people handling the case
are able to make risk assessments and identify all causal factors and make decisions. In order
to do that responsible people could be risk owners and system platform could provide
guidelines and access to experts who can provide valid data after common discussion.

- It could be also helpful to make it clear which facts are subjective and which are objective,
making it possible to reveal technical computations of assessment and subjective assessments
of people and display it as a fact in the output workflows.

Manager: “[…]it shouldn’t land on my desk; that should be handled by those guys. Let’s say that a new
unit was committed to using the system. Then, they would get reports from somebody like me in
Denmark, saying ‘oh, we have this problem, you have to solve it in the task’ …. [T]hen, they would
look at me…; why does this come from Denmark; this is a universal problem, on all 2.3 turbines?”
(p. 18, l. 1)

Manager: “Sometimes, we have to settle for causal factors, which may or may not lead us to the true
hazard influence." (p. 35, l. 17)

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications  

 

Facts

• Output (monitoring)
The output platform consists of the facts that have been altered or left unchanged by the managers in

the input notifications and in the process workflows. All facts, new or old, that have survived to that
point are available in the final workflows.

Manager: "I think system was made [because] somebody needed some statistics and kind of made a 
list of this statistic and that statistic, and then, they made a system that could generate those 
statistics. That’s how I look at it. Afterwards, the whole user interface is just an afterthought" (p. 16, 
l. 24)

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications  
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Logic / Possibilities

• Input (identification)
– Identify opportunities in the system before the information appears in the

workflow
– Action Control: a discussion platform > dealing with risk perceptions and

identifying uncertainties

Technician: "I don’t know how many hundreds or thousands of system reports are from 
the USA or Germany; they report everything, like a flat tire […], stuff like this. If 
you report all these things, then the system is overloaded, and then, the actual 
issues disappear." (p. 4, l. 8)

Manager: “I know that there has been a discussion among people that somebody was 
reported to be sea sick, and the question was, should that really be a report? When 
people are travelling, there have been specific incidents when people have 
reported in system…, and we were thinking whether it should have really been 
reported.”

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications  

 

Logic / Possibilities

• Process (analysis, evaluation, prioritizing, decision making)

- Due to no interaction in the system, process of analysis seems to be random according to individual
perceptions and different opinions influence the possible solutions in different workflows. Since
there are not commonly agreed possibilities identified in the input, there are problems identifying
solutions that might be significant for others.

- Guidelines may not be enough for risk assessments, since they can be understood in a different way
(people have different experiences and expertise). Grouping of people and separation of duties can
help to make sure that analysis done by manager is approved by others.

- Personnel control in a form of trainings and selection of people is not sufficient.

Manager: “We are counting on employees that understand very little about the system and very little
about incident investigation to provide the data we may be looking for.”(p. 34, l. 18)

Manager: "Well, and as for the ‘lessons learned,’ there is no standard answer for that field. (…)[W]e
want to put something there; sometimes it’s a good thing; sometimes it’s a bad thing. It may have
no relevance to work, such as there's ‘a deer in front of the car,’ and the lessons learned are ‘slow
down’ and ‘pay attention while driving’. That has no relevance to work." (p. 29, l. 12)

Manager: "As far as getting to the root cause is concerned, you use one of the systems like a taproot—I
mean the simpler ones, like a flow chart system—to see if it is likely and give a number to it and
then see if it’s going to be minimal to severe, to see what that level is." (p. 22, l. 19)

Manager: “Likelihood is a little more of a grey area when we think in terms of ‘unlikely’ or ‘possible’.”
(p.35, l.23)

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications  
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Logic / Possibilities

• Output (monitoring)
Manager: “My trend analysis is more simplistic. I use a trend analysis to produce 

graphs for how many incidents we’ve had, how many closed system reports 
we’ve had, and how many incidents we’ve had in different areas, and then we 
focus on a campaign for that particular area.” (p. 27, l. 4)

One manager even says:
Manager: “Maybe some trends could be established globally.”(p. 47, l. 11)

In order to identify possibilities in risk management, results control can ensure
that it is the number of risk factors and effective decisions made that lower
risk that matter most, not the time to close the workflow.

Action control defining which trends are shared (between the actors) could
make it possible to share knowledge about regional or global problems and
possible solutions within output platform and not in the spreadsheets
outside the system since knowledge is not easily shared and widely available
this way.

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications  

 

Values / Motives

• Input (identification)
Technician: I made a lot of system and informed our EHS officer about it a 

lot of times and he promised me that there will be another system, 
easy to use. (p. 9, l. 21)

Technician: We fix the problem the way we think is best. Sorry. We take 
care of ourselves every day. (p. 4, l. 2)

Technician: It would be nice to know if there was a specific problem with 
the tool, or the turbines, or the site or the picture of the item going bad 
and send it to all technicians. (p.7, l. 32)

Because the people who deliver facts to the system are technicians who
value their safety, they know which facts are relevant and necessary
to report. It indicates why near-miss notifications, i.e., notifications
of close calls of potential accidents, are still used in the system.
However, there is no feedback from the system and therefore, lower
motivation to submit information to the system.

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications  
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Values / Motives

• Process (analysis, evaluation, prioritizing, decision making)
Manager: "I do what I have to do to close the report …; when it is 

closed, nobody cares if I actually reduced the residual risk on paper. 
What matters is when I actually talk to technicians and explain to 
them ‘don’t do this and this.’" (p. 18, l. 11)

Manager: “Since it is not providing me with a tool to come up with a 
cause or anything related to that, the reason for the system in my 
life is that ‘I am told what I am supposed to use and do’.” (p. 25, l. 2)

Action control seems to be needed to enable discussion among
managers and a ‘guided tour’, and there is no mutual
interest how to decrease the risk within the system,
selection of one manager to handle the workflow acts
against his values. This results in a purely record keeping
function of the system, which nobody checks.

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications  

 

Values / Motives

• Output (monitoring)
Managers still make reports but technicians have no feedback 

from the information gathered. The system assumes that all 
information that technician needs will come from the 
manager outside the system.

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications  
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Communication

• Input (identification)
Manager: “Because there are no rules for free text editing and headers—for example—the notifications 

often lack much ‘WH—information.’” (p. 41, l. 5)
Manager: “[I]t is quite time consuming for me to find three previous incidents in the system that are 

related to oil in the spinner, but that sort of trend analysis is great to look at. Then, we think ‘Maybe 
we need to look at what the equipment is.’ I don’t think KRIMA pulls that out very well.” (p. 26, l. 18)

Technician: "What is that? Subcontractor? And Business Unit? Inside/outside? I don’t understand what it 
means. Well… you have to report all these tasks? …hmm, customer? When there is a star, I guess I 
have to put it in? Affected and involved? What is the difference? Am I from the responsible 
segment? It’s too much to choose in the template. [] It would be nice if the template were adjusted 
to the site you chose or the turbine." (p. 8, l. 9))

In order to get understanding of knowledge shared, frequent contacts can help. Action control could 
provide a discourse between the actors how to define terminology to share knowledge. Properly 
defined terminology could be later remembered by the system. Another solution is results 
control by updating a list of new facts appearing in the system. Terminology needs to understood 
by the actors. Therefore, it is important who updates information for statistics.

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications  

 

Communication

• Process (analysis, evaluation, prioritizing, 
decision making)

Manager: "I do what I have to do to close the report …; when it is 
closed, nobody cares if I actually reduced the residual risk on paper. 
What matters is when I actually talk to technicians and explain to 
them ‘don’t do this and this.’" (p. 18, l. 8)

The information entered could be verified by other experts and 
compared against what is collected already in other reports. 
Action control could ensure that the problem related to the 
turbine work is resolved or to determine whether an investigation 
is necessary. Personnel control could be introduced by introducing 
and identifying experts for event to be dealt with.

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications  
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Values / Motives

• Output (monitoring)
Manager: “We share information with customers in case they need some 

information. We analyse trends according to customers. The topics are 
types of incidents or specific incidents.” (p. 33, l.13)

Action control in a form of feedback on the effectiveness of decisions and 
sharing doubts and nuances in a common platform could help in sharing 
ideas on lowering risk.

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications  

 

Summary of findings
• Facts show that is important to define where knowledge is in order 

to define up-to-date, most valid information about risk factors, 
decisions, risk assessments, etc.

• Logic/Possibilities show that people need to cooperate and create a 
transparency in terms of analysis to make sure that the way factual 
possibilities are identified is commonly accepted and uniform 
different risk perceptions.

• Values/Motives show that without mutual monitoring and 
feedback, the information gathered will not be usable or will not be 
coming at all.

• Communication shows that defining experts who understand 
specific terminology, language, IT can contribute to the system and 
use it. Otherwise, information will not be usable or it will come too 
late.

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications  
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Implications
The successful integration of RM into MCS requires input from the

ground level (in this case- technicians and line managers) so that
the RM system is practical for all the actors who use the system to
manage risk proactively. Therefore controllability should be
designed to gather some subjective data from the ground level
(e.g. on the probability of an incident recurring) to balance the
objective information gathered so that the PC approach can
support RM and MCS.

Introduction Approach Problem and 
objectives

Theoretical 
background KRIMA system Data collection 

and analysis
Findings and 
implications
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